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Abstract

Building effective state services requires revenue. Yet, many developing countries find themselves
in a low-revenue equilibrium in which citizens avoid interacting with the state because they fear
exploitation by predatory state agents and in which many payments made to state agents are
informal and fail to reach state coffers. This document presents a revised pre-analysis plan to
study the effects of two randomized interventions—one that improved citizen information about
their statutory payment obligations and one that offered protection from abuse by predatory
officials—on the payments made by households and firms in Kinshasa, DRC. We present a revised
formal model that builds upon descriptive data from an original survey that shows formal and
informal payments are complements rather than substitutes. To explain this pattern, we model
citizens as making a two-part decision over whether: (1) to become visible to the state in the
first place (in order to access benefits) and (2), if visible, to collude with a state agent to avoid an
official payment or to insist on making an official payment. The model generates predictions on
how empowerment affects not only the intensive margin—the formal and informal amounts paid
by citizens—but also the extensive margin—whether citizens shift from invisibility to visibility
with collusion to visibility with formality. We are submitting this revised pre-analysis plan
before re-analyzing our experimental data in light of our updated theoretical framework.
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1 Introduction

Raising revenue is a central challenge facing governments in many low income countries. While

governments levy a wide range of taxes and fees on citizens, revenue collection efforts are often

undermined by predatory state agents who use their office, connections, and superior information

to obtain illegal payments from citizens. These agents commonly extract collusive bribes in lieu

of official payments or extort rents on top of legal amounts (Shleifer and Vishny, 1993; Olken and

Pande, 2012).

Such predatory behavior is harmful both to citizens and the state. In the face of extortionary

demands by state agents, some citizens prefer to minimize their visibility to the state, contributing

to a large problem of informality in many low income countries (Auerbach et al., 2018). Yet, in

trying to avoid the state, citizens also forego the potential benefits of legibility, including better

access to services, legal protections, and economic opportunities. Predatory behavior by state

agents also undermines the state’s welfare insofar as collusive bribes mean that less revenue is

reaching the state coffers or that citizens are discouraged from engaging with the state in the first

place. Consequently, predatory state agents contribute to a low revenue equilibrium in which the

state fails to attract the funds needed to pay for personnel and services while citizens pay high

costs or enjoy few benefits.

This study aims to examine whether it is possible to shift toward a more cooperative equilibrium

by empowering citizens in their interactions with predatory state agents. Working in collaboration

with a Congolese civil society organization, we study the effects of two citizen empowerment inter-

ventions implemented in Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC).

One intervention provided citizens with better information on their statutory payment amounts,

motivated by the fact that citizens in weak states often lack a clear understanding of what they are

required to pay by law (van den Boogaard et al., 2020). The second intervention aimed to provide

citizens with more protection against exploitative state agents, reducing the vulnerability of house-

holds and firms to rent extraction by connecting them to an influential civil society organization

capable of advocating on their behalves.

This document presents an updated theoretical framework and analysis plan for our evaluation

of these two randomized interventions. The new framework is based on puzzling findings in our
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first pass at the experimental data and on descriptive findings from an original baseline survey;

the revisions to our theory and hypotheses are based only on results from the baseline survey,

however, and do not draw from the experimental outcome data. The baseline survey exhaustively

measured what respondents perceived to be formal, legal payments as well as informal, illegal

payments—whether bribes in lieu of the legal amount or rents on top of the statutory amount—

across fifteen categories of activities.1 We find that very few households and firms make any

payments to the state. For those that do, there is a strong positive correlation between making

formal and informal payments. This suggests that citizens are not simply choosing between formal

and informal payments, but that some citizens and businesses are more exposed to both kinds of

payments by virtue of being more visible to the state. These findings motivated us to revise the

original model to provide better explanations as to why some citizens (households or businesses)

switch from paying nothing to something and why formal and informal payments are complements

rather than substitutes, as originally anticipated.2

In the revised formal model, citizens make two decisions: whether to become legible to the

state in the first place and, conditional on legibility, whether to seek to collude with a street-

level state agent to pay an informal bribe or to make an official payment (e.g., by demanding a

receipt). Citizens who insist on formality can still face demands for rents by state agents. We

model the information intervention as improving citizen awareness of the formal payment amount

and the protection treatment as reducing the rents that state agents charge. The model shows how

the interventions can have both extensive and intensive margin effects. On the intensive margin,

empowerment reduces informal payment amounts for citizens who are already legible to the state.

Yet, empowerment also produces changes on the extensive margin, making some citizens more

willing to become legible to the state in the first place and others more willing to switch from

collusive bribes to demanding formality. The main insight is that empowerment interventions,

which seek to minimize citizens’ informal payments, can actually have the opposite effect. By

making legibility more attractive, empowerment interventions can both increase informal payments

and be welfare enhancing as citizens decide to become visible to the state—exposing themselves to

1We focus on payments that citizens perceive to be formal or informal since this arguably is what most effects their
decision-making. So a payment that is perceived as formal by a citizen is classified as such even if it actually gets
stolen by state agents before reaching the state treasury.

2For the original model, see the original pre-analysis plan at at http://www.egap.org/registration/1993.
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more formal and informal payment demands—in order to access benefits.

We will test predictions on a sample of 271 households and businesses randomly assigned to

the information or protection interventions. Post-treatment data was collected through weekly

smartphone reporting in which study households and businesses reported all formal and informal

payments made in the previous week for 13 weeks on average. We analyze treatment effects on

five categories of common payments for households (education, life events, electricity, sanitation,

and water) and three categories of business payments (electricity, sanitation, and licenses). We

identified these categories from the baseline data because there is variation in whether they are

paid at all (implying scope for extensive margin effects) and because our descriptive data confirms

that they are subject to information and power asymmetries to varying degrees such that they

might respond differently to the interventions.

All in all, this project aims to make several contributions. First, it seeks to test the efficacy

of interventions designed to empower households and firms in their bargaining over payments with

state agents. While numerous studies describe bargaining dynamics between citizens and state

agents over payments (North and Weingast, 1989; Prichard, 2015), few studies have examined

the efficacy of interventions designed to empower citizens in such interactions. In one exception,

Peisakhin and Pinto (2010) employ information and protection interventions to examine the time

taken to obtain a ration card in India, finding some evidence for the positive effect of the information

treatment. Our analysis is motivated by a similar logic but focuses on payments as the outcome of

central interest. Other studies have examined the effects of empowerment interventions targeting

state agents. Most notably, Khan, Khwaja and Olken (2016) show that performance incentives for

state agents increase the costs of collusion and cause some taxpayers to switch from a collusive

to non-collusive equilibrium. Our study highlights similar dynamics but through focusing on the

empowerment of citizens rather than state agents.

Second, this paper clarifies the conditions under which citizens decide to become legible to the

state in the first place. This is important in light of the high degree of informality in low income

countries where state presence is weak and intermittent (Auerbach et al., 2018). In such contexts,

citizens often avoid trying to obtain even basic services from the state, turning instead to private

options (Post, Bronsoler and Salman, 2017). Critically, the fact that engagement with the state

is in part a choice for citizens raises the central question: Why do citizens ever voluntarily decide
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to become legible? To date, much of the literature has focused on how firms make the decision

to register, weighing, for instance, the benefits of growth against the costs of greater taxation

and regulation (Joshi, Prichard and Heady, 2014). We provide a more general framework that

not only moves beyond the registration decision for businesses towards a broader consideration of

factors that could increase visibility to the state but also applies to the decision-making calculus

of households. In focusing on the strategic decisions of citizens, this project also offers a corrective

to a literature that has largely focused on legibility from the perspective of the state. Dating back

to pioneering work by Scott (1999), researchers have typically examined when the state will make

investments in capacity in order to monitor citizens and collect revenue from them (Lee and Zhang,

2016; Besley and Persson, 2009). This project highlights the extent to which the effectiveness of

such monitoring efforts also depend on citizen choices.

Finally, this study aims to extend the literature on corruption. Seminal works have gone far to

explain the mix of formal and informal payments that citizens make (Shleifer and Vishny, 1993;

Olken and Pande, 2012), and consequently the value in reducing power and information asymmetries

in these payments. Yet, this literature tends to treat payments as a given and overlooks the

initial decision to become visible and start making payments in the first place. We aim to extend

this literature by endogenizing the the citizen’s decision to become visible, allowing for a richer

understanding of the effect of empowerment interventions on citizen behavior.

Our revised pre-analysis plan proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the information and

protection interventions and motivates them in the DRC context. Section 3 presents the descriptive

statistics from the 2015 original survey that motivated the revisions to our theoretical framework.

We then present this revised theoretical framework in Section 4. The details of our randomized

design and data collection are discussed in Section 5, leading into our formal analysis plan in Section

6.

2 The Information and Protection Interventions

The main goal of this study was to work with the Congolese civil society organization Obser-

vatoire de la Dépense Publique (ODEP) to examine the effects of two interventions that aimed

to increase citizen bargaining power over payments vis-á-vis predatory street-level state agents.
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The first intervention—the information intervention—aimed to reduce information asymmetries

between state agents and citizens about legal and statutory payments. The second intervention—

the protection intervention—sought to lower rents demanded by state agents by strengthening the

leverage that citizens have to bargain over informal payments. We first discuss the motivation

behind these treatments and then describe the interventions themselves.

2.1 Motivation

The DRC has long suffered from fiscal mismanagement, corruption, and poor public service pro-

vision (Van Reybrouk, 2015). Under the regime of Mobutu Sese Seko, public services were sys-

tematically underfunded and many public servants stopped receiving adequate salaries. Political

instability and conflict since the mid-1990s have exacerbated the situation. During the conflict and

after, many state agents resorted to compensating themselves by collecting informal bribes instead

of statutory payments or rents on top of statutory payments (Weijs, Hilhorst and Ferf, 2012; Titeca

and Kimanuka, 2012; Van Damme, 2012).

In ostensible recognition of the need to improve revenue collection and bring fiscal governance

closer to the people, the central government undertook sweeping fiscal decentralization reforms

in 2008. In reality, the result has been an even greater proliferation of informality in revenue

collection as local state actors use their political influence or exploit citizens’ confusion about

statutes (Englebert and Kasongo, 2014; De Herdt, Titeca and Wagemakers, 2010). At present,

both state agents’ salaries and state-provided services are primarily funded through fees imposed

on citizens. A portion of these fees are commonly retained by state officials, many of whom receive

little or no official salary. Englebert and Kasongo (2014) correspondingly argue that in many cases

the first concern of local state officials is identifying means to extract revenue to pay their own

salaries.

Additionally, an array of studies have highlighted the very high costs to citizens of accessing

many basic public services owing to the absence of adequate central government funding, and the

corresponding reliance on local service providers and informal user fees. Existing studies suggest

that 70 percent of health costs and 90 percent of education costs may be covered by these local fees

(cited in Paler et al., 2017). While many citizens consequently opt out of accessing benefits that

are viewed as less essential, these are required payments for anyone who wants to ensure that they
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are not excluded from accessing benefits.

Given this context, it is not surprising that bargaining between citizens and state agents over

payments is common. Our baseline data shows both a high degree of variation in the percent of

payments that were negotiable across fifteen different payment categories. The numbers of payments

that were negotiated are also high in the absolute. For instance, as shown in Table 1, households

report that 10 percent of education payments but 78 percent of their electricity payments are

negotiable. Similarly, Table 2 shows that, for businesses, 39 percent of electricity payments, and

40 percent of licensing payments, are seen as negotiable.

Table 1: Negotiability of household tax payments by tax category in USD

Non Negotiable Negotiable Total

Animals 11 (58%) 8 (43%) 19
Business 3 (100%) 0 (0%) 3
Community 11 (69%) 5 (31%) 16
Customary 3 (60%) 2 (40%) 5
Documents 10 (40%) 15 (60%) 25
Education 936 (90%) 105 (10%) 1,041
Electricity 51 (22%) 184 (78%) 235
Health 35 (71%) 14 (29%) 49
Land/buildings 67 (70%) 29 (30%) 96
Life events 147 (46%) 170 (54%) 317
Public/legal 12 (52%) 11 (48%) 23
Religion 214 (71%) 89 (29%) 303
Revenue 12 (63%) 7 (37%) 19
Sanitation 52 (29%) 127 (71%) 179
Security 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1
Transport 61 (66%) 32 (34%) 93
Vehicles 19 (49%) 20 (51%) 39
Water 420 (79%) 115 (21%) 535
All Categories 2,064 (69%) 934 (31%) 2,998

Critically, in contexts like the DRC, citizens are often disadvantaged in their bargaining with

state officials because of information and power asymmetries. Such asymmetries are a function of

both the nature of the payment as well as of characteristics of the household or firm. Information

asymmetries exist because state agents often have a better understanding of citizens’ true payment

liabilities than citizens themselves. While some statutory payment amounts might be more trans-

parent, others are obscured by their complexity or the fact that they rely on consumption readings
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Table 2: Negotiability of business tax payments by tax category in USD

Non Negotiable Negotiable Total

Communications 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 6
Contracts 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1
Customs and Borders 10 (77%) 3 (23%) 13
Electricity 238 (61%) 151 (39%) 389
Fuel 11 (73%) 4 (27%) 15
Hygiene and Sanitation 95 (40%) 141 (60%) 236
Insurance 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1
Labour 15 (58%) 11 (42%) 26
Licensing 256 (60%) 172 (40%) 428
Maintenance 0 (0%) 9 (100%) 9
Marketing 1 (7%) 13 (93%) 14
Other Taxes 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2
Packaging 2 (40%) 3 (60%) 5
Printing 2 (40%) 3 (60%) 5
Profit 6 (29%) 15 (71%) 21
Property 5 (38%) 8 (62%) 13
Sales Tax 15 (60%) 10 (40%) 25
Security and Judicial 8 (47%) 9 (53%) 17
Storage 2 (40%) 3 (60%) 5
Transport and Vehicle 22 (55%) 18 (45%) 40
Water 144 (81%) 34 (19%) 178
All Categories 839 (58%) 610 (42%) 1,449
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by state officials (e.g. for electricity or water). Such information problems will likely be worse for

citizens with lower levels of education.

We also find evidence for information asymmetries in our baseline data. Table 3 reports the

percentage of payments in each of the same fifteen categories for which households did not know

their statutory payment obligations. For instance, respondents did not know what they should be

paying for about 32 percent of their education payments. This number is even higher for sanitation

payments where the official amount was not known for 50 percent of the transactions.

Table 3: Household reports knowing the official payment amount (by category in USD)

Know Don’t Know Total

Animals 7 (78%) 2 (22%) 9
Business 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 2
Community 8 (100%) 0 (0%) 8
Customary 1 (33%) 2 (67%) 3
Documents 12 (67%) 6 (33%) 18
Education 462 (68%) 217 (32%) 679
Electricity 2 (29%) 5 (71%) 7
Health 15 (79%) 4 (21%) 19
Land/buildings 49 (68%) 23 (32%) 72
Life events 79 (63%) 46 (37%) 125
Public/legal 10 (71%) 4 (29%) 14
Religion 37 (40%) 55 (60%) 92
Revenue 13 (87%) 2 (13%) 15
Sanitation 58 (50%) 58 (50%) 116
Transport 39 (71%) 16 (29%) 55
Vehicles 16 (67%) 8 (33%) 24
Water 190 (62%) 117 (38%) 307
All Categories 999 (64%) 566 (36%) 1,565

Power asymmetries arise because state agents use their superior status or connections to extract

informal payments from citizens, for instance by demanding bribes in order to speed up service

provision or prevent a service from being terminated. Power asymmetries also vary at the household

or firm-level. The more inelastic the demand for a state-provided service, the more the power lies

with the state agent.3 Conversely, citizens who are better connected to local leaders are at less of

a power disadvantage. This motivates the need to think about heterogeneity at the citizen-level,

which is something that we explore empirically.

3Note that our model is most relevant to contexts in which demand for services by citizens is somewhat elastic.
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All in all, the above highlights that payments are often seen as subject to negotiation and

that, while payments vary in the extent to which they are characterized by information or power

asymmetries, these problems are pervasive. Moreover, information and power asymmetries can be

independent of one another; for instance, it is possible for citizens to have perfect information on

some payments yet still face demands for rents by state agents due to a power asymmetry. This

highlights the importance of investigating whether it is more effective to provide citizens with better

information or strengthen their influence vis-á-vis state agents.

2.2 The Treatments

Both the information and protection interventions were developed in collaboration with, and imple-

mented by, the Congolese civil society organization Observatoire de la Dépense Publique (ODEP).

Based in Kinshasa, ODEP has a long history of working on citizen empowerment and taxpayer

advocacy in the DRC. ODEP employs several professionals with expertise and household and firm

taxation and enjoys a strong reputation for its work to combat corruption and tax leakage in the

DRC. Our collaboration with ODEP was motivated in part by the fact that citizens are more trust-

ing of civil society organizations than of government organizations—including those responsible for

service provision and fiscal management—as confirmed by our baseline survey data and shown in

Figure 1.

The information intervention sought to reduce information asymmetries between payment col-

lectors and citizens on legal and statutory taxes and fees, resulting in a more accurate assessment

of formal payment obligations. The information was provided by ODEP experts and delivered to

randomly assigned households and businesses in a weekly phone call. ODEP inquired into previous

and upcoming payments and provided information on the legal rates and amounts as well as on

steps to navigate the payment process. In this intervention, the experts did not confirm whether

an abuse had occurred. While this intervention could in theory either increase or decrease what

citizens believe they should be paying (depending on their priors), the context suggests that citi-

zens were more likely overpaying and thus the treatment should empower households and firms to

reduce their expectation of formal payment amounts.

The protection intervention sought to lower rents demanded by street-level state agents by

strengthening the leverage that citizens had to bargain over informal payments. We expected this
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Figure 1: Trust in state agencies and in civil society organizations

Notes: This figure shows the distribution of categorical answers to the question “How much do you trust

the following organizations?” from the baseline survey. The possible answers were (1) very distrustful, (2)

a little distrustful, (3) a little trusting, and (4) very trusting. The graphs display the share of respondents

selecting each answer choice. Calculations incorporate survey weights.

treatment to affect primarily rents charged on top of formal amounts rather than collusive bribes

paid in lieu of formal amounts since citizens would be unlikely to report those. In this treatment,

ODEP experts also called randomly assigned households and businesses on a weekly basis, this

time asking citizens about their interactions with street-level state agents in the previous week

and inquiring into whether any abuses might have occurred. In the event of a reported abuse,

ODEP offered to investigate on behalf of the citizen and publicize (anonymized) confirmed abuses

in an anti-corruption advocacy campaign.4 Because of its expertise and reputation, ODEP is

4Such campaigns are what ODEP specializes in doing, both through outreach to the press, through their own radio
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recognized as having influence by officials at multiple levels of the government administration.

It also regularly holds a seat at parliament and in government meetings. Reported abuses were

compiled, filed as complaints, and publicized by ODEP in the advocacy campaign in the final month

of the intervention.5

3 Descriptive Statistics

Our main goal is to evaluate the effect of the information and power interventions on formal,

legal payments as well as on informal, illegal payments. The model developed in the next section

to guide our testing of these interventions is informed by the descriptive analysis of formal and

informal payments from baseline survey data collected by the authors (Paler et al., 2017). The

baseline data provides a wealth of information on total payments—formal and informal—made

in the previous year by 533 households and 534 businesses in Kinshasa (including the 271 study

households and businesses) across 18 payment categories for households and 22 payment categories

for businesses. We define formal payments as legal, statutory payments and informal payments

as illegal payments to state officials, whether in the form of bribes in lieu of a formal payment or

rents in addition to the formal payment. Our results reported here rely on self-reported formal and

informal payment amounts. In light of concerns about measurement or reporting bias with self-

reported data, we also explore other approaches to coding formal and informal payments, finding

meaningful variation but also that overall patterns in the data presented below remain unchanged.6

The first main finding is that, across almost all payment categories asked about on the survey,

the vast majority of Congolese households and firms make no payments to state officials at all. This

can be seen by looking at the median payments column in Tables 4 and 5. The median business

only makes payments in one out of 22 tax categories: electricity. Even at the 90th percentile only

four tax categories see any payments. The median household only makes payments in two out of

18 categories: education and water. At the 90th percentile, 11 out of 18 payment categories still

see no payment.

programs, and through approaching officials in meetings.
5The roll out of the advocacy campaign was also randomized to facilitate evaluation. See the original PAP for details
on our plans to analyze that program.

6We also asked, for each payment, whether the respondent received a receipt and whether the amount on the receive
differs—and by how much—from the amount paid. Additionally, we desk-coded each type of payment into formal
or informal by referencing the official tax code and comparing payment amounts to the official tax rate.
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These results are in fact consistent with the pervasiveness of informality in the DRC and the fact

that the vast majority of households, workers, and firms operate in informal spaces. Granted, it is

not possible to escape the state entirely, and there have been recent efforts to increase state capacity

to find and collect payments from citizens (Weigel, 2020). Yet, the weakness of the Congolese state

means that it is possible for households and businesses to remain hidden from state agents in many

domains if they are also willing and able to forego access to state-provided goods and services.

Correspondingly, some citizens might decide to become legible to the state and make payments in

order to access benefits. For instance, a business might decide to register in order to obtain greater

access to credit, more legal protections, or a chance to increase advertising and market share even

at the expense of having to make more formal and informal payments. Similarly, households might

choose to engage with the state by selecting a residential neighborhood that offers better services

even at the cost of greater formal payment obligations and exposure to demands for rents.

Such decision-making implies that there should be a positive association between payments and

access to services, which we do in fact see in our baseline data. Figure 2 shows how access to services

and measures of profitability and well-being correlate with payments at the level of neighborhoods.

For households, neighborhoods clearly separate in terms of levels of payment, wealth, access to

education, and access to electricity. Similarly, Figure 3 shows that registered and unregistered

firms differ in terms of payments and also profits, revenues, numbers of employees, and electricity

use. The bulk of unregistered firms reside on the (0,0) point of Figure 4, and among those who

do pay, they tend to be concentrated toward this origin point relative to the registered firms. In

sum, these findings support the interpretation that a large segment of households and businesses

do not engage with the state at all in terms of making payments and accessing services; those that

do make payments enjoy greater benefits.
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Table 4: Yearly total payments per business by tax category in USD

Mean Standard Deviation Min p10 p25 Median p75 p90 Max

Communications 11.42 170.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3,600.00
Contracts 0.01 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.78
Customs 5.95 91.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,010.00
Electricity 67.35 211.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.28 60.00 138.89 2,661.11
Fuel 5.88 95.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,160.00
Sanitation 19.36 76.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 51.56 1,160.00
Insurance 0.04 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00
Labour 8.78 68.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 984.44
Licensing 85.34 896.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 42.22 115.56 20,550.00
Maintenance 0.93 10.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00
Marketing 3.93 58.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,325.00
OtherTaxes 4.31 96.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,222.22
Packaging 4.67 80.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,777.78
Printing 0.28 5.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 130.00
Profit 2.56 20.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 400.00
Property 5.71 128.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,970.00
Royalties 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sales Tax 31.65 443.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8,000.00
Security/Judicial 3.57 49.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,126.67
Storage 1.33 23.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 533.33
Transport 22.43 273.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5,333.33
Water 39.28 211.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.22 66.67 4,266.67
All Categories 324.78 1,422.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 66.67 191.11 543.33 25,446.11

Observations 534
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Table 5: Yearly total payments per household by tax category in USD

Mean Standard Deviation Min p10 p25 Median p75 p90 Max

Animals 8.30 102.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,000.00
Business 0.23 3.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 70.44
Community 5.74 100.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,300.00
Customary 0.07 0.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00
Documents 6.54 45.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 635.00
Education 659.73 1,722.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 230.00 694.44 1,676.67 29,500.00
Electricity 40.25 170.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.33 58.89 2,000.00
Health 34.08 321.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,720.00
Land/buildings 17.39 144.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.67 2,300.00
Life events 92.90 454.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.22 200.00 7,011.11
Public/legal 31.98 621.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14,246.67
Religion 195.55 918.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 41.11 265.56 14,400.00
Revenue 6.45 55.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 801.11
Sanitation 71.91 514.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 66.67 9,574.44
Security 0.03 0.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.78
Transport 16.23 120.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,580.00
Vehicles 10.34 107.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,250.00
Water 151.99 236.32 0.00 0.00 31.11 66.67 200.00 393.33 2,420.00
All Categories 1,349.70 2,418.13 0.00 40.00 198.89 606.11 1,454.44 3,336.11 32,817.78

Observations 533
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Figure 2: Household benefits and payments

Perhaps the most striking finding pertains to the mix of formal and informal payments that

citizens who pay to engage actually make. Formal and informal payments are positively correlated,

meaning that they serve as complements rather than substitutes. Figure 4 shows a strong positive

correlation between formal and informal payments for both households and businesses. The first

and second panels show total informal payments per year against formal payments for firms and

households. The bulk of these payments are attributable to usage fees for services like water,

electricity, sanitation, and the like. The manner in which these payments breakdown is shown in

Table 6. The majority of payments involve some negotiation: survey respondents indicate that

64.11% of their payments were a combination of formal and informal, while 14% are only informal.

Survey respondents classified only 22% as purely formal and free from negotiation over the payment

amount.

Finally, both formal and informal payment volume are highly correlated with statuses that
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Figure 3: Firm benefits and payments

could be considered as involving more legibility to the state. Consistent with this, the bulk of

unregistered firms reside on the (0,0) point of Figure 4, and among those who do pay, they tend to

be concentrated toward this origin point relative to the registered firms. A regression of formal and

informal payments on an indicator for business registration suggests differences of $184.1 and $52.3,

respectively, after accounting for location, business sector, owner education, years of operation,

size, and bookkeeping. Similarly, the third panel of Figure 4 shows a strong relationship between

median informal and formal payment by neighborhood for households. The correlation with benefits

strongly suggests that citizens are choosing to make both informal and formal payments; this is

not about being exogenously targeted by state agents.

All in all, the descriptive data strongly indicates that some citizens engage the state, but this

typically involves negotiating informal payments along with formal payments. These citizens gain

materially from such engagement. But a large segment does not engage at all. The formal model
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Table 6: Type of payments

Payment type Share Median Mean

Formal only 22.29 % $ 33.30 $ 122.46
Informal only 13.60 % $ 20.00 $ 83.67
Formal and informal 64.11 % $ 50.00 $ 133.72

developed in the next section clarifies the conditions under which citizens will engage with the

state and bargain over informal payments and how these decisions can be affected by empowerment

interventions.
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Figure 4: Formal and informal payments for firms and households

Notes: The top panel shows results for firms where x’s represent not formalized firms and circles represent

formalized firms; middle panel for households; and bottom panel for household neighbors
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4 Revised Theoretical Framework

This section develops a theoretical framework that captures the costs and benefits of engaging with

the state and the consequences of doing so for formal and informal payments. Our model builds on

the striking finding above that payments are complementary instead of substitutes, which suggests

that a key barrier to engagement is a citizen’s ability to negotiate informal payments. A citizen

may be pessimistic about what they can gain from bargaining if they think they owe a lot or

if they feel vulnerable to state agents. We thus consider comparative statics on how improving

knowledge about statutory payments (a goal of the information intervention) and lowering rents

that government agents can extract (a goal of the protection intervention) affect how much citizens

pay when bargaining collusively with state agents as well as citizens’ willingness to become visible

to those agents in the first place.

4.1 Set-Up

Consider an encounter between a street-level state agent and a citizen who is paying a fee, for

instance to access a public service like water, sanitation, or electricity or to obtain a license or

document. The citizen has a true payment liability τ∗, which the state agent knows but the citizen

does not. Instead, the citizen has a prior belief about her payment liability, µτ . Figure 5 shows the

decision tree. Below, we use backward induction to solve for a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

In the game, the citizen first chooses whether or not to become visible to the state. Following on

the discussion in Section 3, visibility implies exposure to payment demands in exchange to access to

a benefit. Thus, if they do not engage they get the benefit V0 while engaging brings the benefit VE .

We can conceptualize VE as a benefit obtained directly from paying, for instance when a citizen

obtains electricity in return for paying a user fee. It could also refer to more indirect benefits that

arise from being more visible, for instance when a business obtains a greater ability to advertise

and expand its customer base after it formally registers.

When engaging, the citizen can either (1) collude privately with the state agent over a bribe

to be paid in lieu of the legal amount, or (2) insist on making a official payment, for instance by

demanding a receipt or insisting on conducting the transaction at an official state office. If the

citizen insists on an official payment, they pay the formal amount and an additional transaction
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cost, cA (e.g. the cost of demanding a receipt or of traveling to a state office to pay the formal

tax). Additionally, the citizen might still have to pay a rent r to the state agent, which captures

the reality that officials often use their power to extract illegal amounts on top of formal payments

(Shleifer and Vishny, 1993).7 In this case, the citizen’s expected payoff is VE −µτ − r− cA,and the

state agent’s expected payoff is r.8

Alternatively, the state agent and the citizen may prefer to collude in private. Note that the

expected payoff of insisting on an official payment decreases in cA but a collusive transaction has

implications for µτ , since in this “collusive” setting payment levels are negotiated. If the state

agent could, he has an incentive to manipulate µτ and cA. When transacting privately, the state

agent and citizen have the potential to forgo the socially costly official process, and bargain over

the surplus left by not making an official payment. We suppose that, when transacting privately,

the citizen and state agent Nash bargain over the size of the bribe payment, b, from the citizen

to the state agent. Let the parameter γ denote the state agent’s bargaining power and 1 − γ the

citizen’s bargaining power. We also suppose that there is a cost of collusion that captures the

risks associated with illicit bribes. Thus, the state agent’s and citizen’s payoffs under collusion are

b(1− cB)− CB and VE − b(1 + cC)− CC respectively.

4.2 Collusive bargaining

The joint surplus from collusion is S = µτ + r + cA − (CB + CC + r) − b(cB + cC). Note that

the surplus decreases in b because the level of bribe increases the cost of collusion.9 The Nash

bargaining solution implies:

b∗ = γ

[
µτ + r + cA − CC

1 + cC

]
+ (1− γ)

[
CB + r

1− cB

]
(1)

7The cost of making an official payment, cA, and the rent extracted by the state agent is likely to vary depending on
whether the official payment is made on the street with the state agent or at a state office. Allowing cA to go to 0
or only letting the state agent receive a portion of r does not change the results substantively.

8We consider r to be an extractive informal payment whose amount is set by the state agent. We therefore do not
allow for bargaining over r as we do over bribes b below. When analyzing the effects of the interventions in Section
4.4 we will discuss what determines r.

9Note that in this case, the collusion payoffs are no longer the outside option payoff plus the bargaining weight
times the joint surplus. To see this, let uB be the payoff of the state agent and uC the payoff of the citizen. Let
h(uB) be defined as: uC = h(uB). The Nash bargaining payoffs are given by: −h′(uB) = γ

1−γ
uC−dC
uB−dB

, where
di i = B,C indicate respectively the no collusion outside options of the state agent and citizen. Since the costs
of collusion increase in the amount of the transfer, we have h′(uO) = − 1+cC

1−cO
, thus, the NBS bribe is given by:

1+cC
1−cB

= γ
1−γ

µτ+r+cA−CC−b(1+cC)
b(1−cB)−CB−r

In simple problems of transferable utility, however, h′(uO) = −1.
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Figure 5: Decision Tree

Engage with the state?

Citizen payoff: V0

State agent payoff: 0
Bargain or Insist on Formality?

Citizen payoff: VE − b(1 + cC)− CC
State agent payoff: b(1− cB)− CB

Citizen payoff: VE − µτ − r − cA
state agent payoff: r

no yes

bargain insist on formality

The dollar amount of informal transfers that are non-zero increases in the bargaining power of

the tax official, the mean of the citizen’s prior distribution about her payment liability, and the cost

of making an official payment, which the state agent can take advantage of. The observed bribe

decreases in the citizen’s marginal and fixed costs of paying the transfer, and increase in the state

agent’s fixed and marginal costs of collusion.

4.3 Citizen’s decisions

The citizen will bargain if the expected utility of bargaining is larger than that of making an official

payment. That is, they will bargain if the bribe and associated cost of collusion is lower than the

expected payment rate, cost of insisting on an official payment, and rent payment.

Given this decision whether or not to bargain with the state agent, backing up in the game tree,

the citizen decides whether to engage with the state in the first place. When the bargaining outcome

would yield a bribe that is high enough so that the citizen prefers to go to the authorities, then

the citizen will engage with the state if the relative benefits are larger than the expected payment

liability, the rent payment, and the cost of securing a formal transaction. If the negotiated bribe

is low enough such that the citizen prefers bargaining, then the citizen will engage with the state
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if the relative benefits are higher than the transfer and the associated cost of collusion.

4.4 Predictions for the effects of empowering citizens

There are two important ways in which we expect empowerment interventions to work. First,

officials know the true payment liability, τ∗, while citizens only have a guess, µτ . We construe the

information treatment as intervening on µτ . Second, officials are able to extract a rent, r, from

citizens even when they make official payments. We view the protection intervention as acting on

r insofar as linking citizens to a civil society organization that will advocate for them should result

in lower, or even zero, rent payments.

Importantly, in expecting the protection treatment to operate on r, we start with the assumption

that citizens will be unwilling to report collusive bribes b to a civil society organization since this

is an illegal agreement that benefits both the citizen and the state agent. We thus do not expect

the protection treatment to operate directly on the citizens’ bargaining power in the collusion

equilibrium. Rather, we allow that, by reducing the amount of rents the citizens have to pay when

making an official payment, the protection treatment incentivizes official payment over a collusive

agreement. Specifically, we assume that when setting r the state agent considers the vulnerability

of the citizen to rent extraction, which the protection treatment reduces.10 As we show, however,

reducing r has complex effects in that it can, under some conditions, reduce informal payments—by

reducing the rent associated with official payments—but, under other conditions, increase informal

payments—by inducing some citizens who previously have not engaged with the state to start

engaging which might be associated with paying bribes or rents.

In what follows, we derive intensive and extensive margin predictions for citizens. By intensive

margin predictions we refer to the amounts paid by citizens who begin in either the collusion or

official equilibrium and are not induced to switch by changes in µτ or r. The extensive margin

predictions capture the effects on the share of citizens paying or the amounts paid when citizens are

induced to switch equilibria by the parameter changes. We note that we can derive predictions for

the effects of decreases in µτ and r on official payments τ , bribes b, and rents r, as summarized in

Table 7 and Figure 6. However, we state our hypotheses in terms of total payments. This is due to

10In Section 4.5 we discuss why we believe the treatment operates on r and not a cost parameter.[For SH: Add the
footnote here about why we do not allow r to operate on costs since several people have mentioned that.]
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the empirical challenges of reliably distinguishing between formal and informal payment amounts

in our self-reported data.

Intensive Margin Effects

We start by looking at the intensive margin effects on the amount paid by the citizens who start

and stay in the collusion equilibrium. To asses the intensive margin effects on a bribe payment,

consider the equilibrium bribe in equation 1. For citizens in the collusion equilibrium, lowering

the rent (r) reduces the payoff of the state agent when citizens insist on formality, which in turn

makes state agents more willing to except a lower bribe. By a similar logic, reducing µτ will also

reduce the bribe in equilibrium. We note that we focus on predictions for lowering µτ because it is

reasonable to assume that this is what happens in contexts like the DRC where citizens typically

over-estimate their statutory tax obligations.11

The predictions are different for citizens who start and stay in the ‘official payment’ equilibrium,

meaning that they are already making formal payments plus paying any rents that are demanded

of them. For citizens in the official equilibrium, lowering r directly reduces the citizen’s payment.

However, changing µτ will have no effect on the payment amount on the assumption that once a

citizen makes an official payment they learn their true statutory payment obligation.12

This yields the following predictions:

• Intensive Margin Effect 1: Lowering r or lowering µτ should decrease the total payment

amount among those who start and stay in the collusion equilibrium (by decreasing bribe

payments).

• Intensive Margin Effect 2: Lowering r should decrease the payment for citizens who start

and stay in the official payment equilibrium (by decreasing rent payments). Lowering µτ

should have no effect on the amount paid by these citizens.

11The effects of increasing µτ are always the opposite, so increasing µτ would increase the bribe in equilibrium.
12Even if this assumption did not hold and the citizen had some uncertainty about the portion of a payment that was

formal or a rent, revealing this information would not change the total amount paid since r is fixed. If, however,
r were to be the outcome of bargaining between the citizen and the state agent, knowledge about the tax liability
could impact r. We will consider this possibility in the case we find an effect of the information treatment on the
intensive margin.
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Extensive Margin Effects

Our first extensive margin effect is for citizens who, prior to the intervention, are not legible to

the state. For some of these citizens, changes to r and µτ will induce engagement with the state.

Lower r or lower µτ decreases the costs of both bargaining and insisting on official payments. Thus,

citizens who begin by not being legible could be induced either into the collusion equilibrium, in

which case they will make higher payments in the form of bribes, or into the official equilibrium,

in which case they will insist on making legal payments and also possible face rent extraction from

state agents.

For citizens who start in the collusion equilibrium, changes to r and µτ will affect whether

they prefer to switch to the official equilibrium. Lowering r or lowering µτ will lower the costs

of switching to the official equilibrium, making that outcome more likely. Citizens that switch

from bargaining to official payments will pay less informally but will also start to make formal

payments.13 This would occur if the costs of collusion are sufficiently high. The effects of lower µτ

and r on total payments is thus indeterminate, but we can draw inferences about what is driving

the results depending on whether we observe higher or lower payments.

Thus, our main extensive margin predictions are:

• Extensive Margin Effect 1: Lowering r or lowering µτ will induce some citizens to engage

with the state and thus increase the share of citizens making any payments.

• Extensive Margin Effect 2: Lowering r or lowering µτ will induce some citizens to make

official payments instead of colluding with state agents.

4.5 Discussion

The model presented above highlights the importance of testing different types of empowerment

interventions when it is difficult to anticipate whether information or power asymmetries present

the greatest obstacle to official payments. The model highlights how the information treatment

primarily operates on the intensive margin while the protection treatment primarily operates on

the extensive margin.

13One would only switch if the formal payment amount plus the rent is lower than the bribe, thus r should be lower
than b assuming no exorbitant difference in the cost of making an official payment vs. collusion
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Table 7: Effects of lowering r and µτ by behavior without treatment

Already Legible and Making Official Payments Without Treatment

Quantity Parameter Intensive Margin Extensive Margin

Better information (if under informed) µτ ↓ no change no effect
Lowering rent extraction r ↓ r ↓ no effect

Already Legible and Bargaining Collusively Without Treatment

Quantity Parameter Intensive Margin Extensive Margin

Better information (if under informed) µτ ↓ b ↓ Pushes towards Formal Payment :
in that case: τ ↑, r ↑, b = 0

Lowering rent extraction r ↓ b ↓ Pushes towards Formal Payment :
in that case: τ ↑, r ↑, b = 0

Not Legible to the State Without Treatment

Quantity Parameter Intensive Margin Extensive Margin

Better information (if under informed) µτ ↓ no change Pushes towards Engagement with State:
in that case either Bargaining : b ↑

or Formal Payment : τ ↑, r ↑
Lowering rent extraction r ↓ no change Pushes towards Engagement with State:

in that case either Bargaining : b ↑
or Formal Payment : τ ↑, r ↑

The model yields insights into the effects of empowerment on the welfare of citizens, the state,

and state agents. The empowerment interventions will make citizens unequivocally better off be-

cause they will reduce bribe payments and incentivize more citizens to become visible to the state

to obtain benefits. The model yields the counter-intuitive insight that empowerment interventions,

which are typically designed to reduce citizens’ informal payments, might in fact result in some

citizens making more informal payments if citizens are induced to become legible to the state.

Nevertheless, this should be seen as a welfare-enhancing change. The treatments should also be

viewed as welfare enhancing for the state insofar as they push more citizens towards the official

payment equilibrium.14 Finally, the treatments have mixed effects on the welfare of state agents.

The empowerment treatments reduce bribes on the intensive margin but possibly increase rents on

the extensive margin; the state agents’ welfare thus depends on whether the extensive or intensive

margin effect dominates.

One feature of the model is that it abstracts away from strategic calculations by the street-level

state agents. Clearly, state agents also make strategic decisions about which firms and individuals

to target with payment demands. Targeting firms and households could be driven by factors like

their wealth, visibility, or bargaining power. Because our interventions target citizens and our goal

14While it is still possible that some of that additional formal revenue gets lost to leakage, and we do not study that
in this framework, we think it is reasonable to assume that at least some of it makes its way to the state coffers.
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Figure 6: Effects of intervening on r and µτ

Panel A: Information (A) Panel B: Information (B)

Panel C: Protection (A) Panel D: Protection (B)

Notes: These figures show the effect of changes to µτ (Panel A and B) and r (Panel C and D) on the

amount of payments made. Panels A and C show the effects for the cases when bargaining is possible,

i.e. when there exists a range of r or µτ for which bargaining is preferred over official payments or not

not engaging with the state. Panels B and D show the effects when bargaining is not possible. Section

A.3 in the appendix provides more detail on these two cases and characterizes the thresholds (i), (ii),

(iii), (iv), (v), and (vi).
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is to study the citizen’s decision problem, we assume that such factors play into the state agent’s

behavior without formalizing the state agent’s decision-making.

All in all, we think that this model can help to explain a wide range of payments that households

and businesses make in weakly institutionalized contexts like the DRC. We expect the model to

apply to any payments that are in some part voluntary, meaning that citizens have scope to choose

whether to evade them or pay them to obtain a benefit. We expect that citizens will only be

unable to avoid a payment when payments are perfectly enforced by the state or when demand for

a benefit is highly inelastic, which are both rare conditions. In our empirical section below we focus

on common payments by households and businesses for services or official documents, informed by

the descriptive analysis in Section 3. We also emphasize that the model has explanatory power

even in contexts where there is no scope for collusive bargaining; in such cases the empowerment

treatments can push citizens from being invisible to the state directly to the official payment

equilibrium, as shown in Panel B and D of Figure 6.

Differences from our Pre-Registered Framework

The theoretical framework outlined above differs from what was presented in our original pre-

analysis plan in three ways. First, and most importantly, the new PAP extends the theoretical

framework by including the citizen’s decision of whether or not to engage with the state in the

first place. By including this decision in the theoretical framework we allow for changes in r and

µτ to also change the incentives for citizens to become legible and start to make more formal and

informal payments.

Second, the original PAP specifies that in the official payment equilibrium, the state agent

obtains a rent that is a percentage of the tax paid by the citizen, rτ . Instead, we now model the

payoff for the state agent to be a simple lump sum payment in addition to the formal payment.

We believe that this change better reflects common extractive situations in the DRC. It also better

maps onto our measurement strategy since the citizen on whose reports we rely cannot assess what

percentage of the formal tax reaches the state coffers. This is not to say that the state agent might

not also appropriate some of the formal payment, but this is less relevant to our intervention since

the citizen cannot observe it. This change does not affect the comparative statistics in a meaningful

way, other than including the extractive rent payment in the citizens decision whether or not to
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bargain.

Third, our interpretation of the information and protection treatments as shifting µτ and r,

respectively, differs from our original PAP. Our original PAP argued that the protection and infor-

mation treatments moved the cost of collusion, cB & CB, and the cost of going to the authorities,

cA, respectively (we also considered if they moved the expected tax rate and the state agent’s bar-

gaining power). For the information treatment we now focus on µτ since our interpretation of cA

has changed slightly. Instead of the cost of verifying the real tax liability, it is the cost of making

an official payment. The comparative statics are the same for both parameters. In terms of the

protection treatment we now argue that it would not be rational for citizens to report about (and

be protected from) collusive agreements made with state agents since they are to their advantage.

Instead, citizens would report bribes made on top of formal payments and be protected from such

abuses by the civil society organization. Interpreting the protection treatment as lowering r means

that the intervention makes official payments relatively cheaper. Previously, by lowering the cost of

collusion for the state agent, the protection treatment would have moved citizens to bargain more.

5 The Research Design

We use the predictions set out to organize our analysis of the information and protection interven-

tions described in Section 2. This section provides details on our recruitment and randomization

procedures and our data collection and measurement strategies.

5.1 Recruitment and Randomization

Recruitment into the experiment proceeded in two stages. First, we used a multi-stage cluster

sampling strategy to randomly sample 576 households and 384 businesses on 96 avenues in Kin-

shasa to participate in our baseline survey.15 Second, from this sample, we randomly sampled 200

households and 200 businesses to invite to take part in a smartphone data collection exercise on

payments. Those who accepted the invitation and were eligible (literate and able to work with the

smartphone) were then randomly assigned to treatment, as detailed next.16

15The surveys were implemented from August-September 2015. For more on the sampling strategy, see Appendix B.
16We ensured random sampling into the smartphone data collection by randomizing the order in which enumerators

visited households on each avenue and enrolling willing participants in the smartphone activity up until an avenue
quota was reached. Avenue quotas were set in advance in accordance with our experimental needs. All house-
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The experimental design was a two-stage randomized design as displayed in Figure 7.17 The

first stage assigned avenues to treatment or control. This was done by block-random assignment of

avenues, where the blocks were communes. Specifically, of the 96 avenues we sampled in Kinshasa,

we assigned 48 to pure control and 48 to ‘treatment’, generically speaking. The proportion of

avenues assigned per commune varied to satisfy constraints on the total number of avenues that we

could include in treatment.

Then, the second stage assigned firms and households in treated avenues to a variation of the

treatment. This was a restricted randomization that involved the following: each week, lists of

respondents that had been screened for participation that week were prepared. The screening was

done in a manner that was blind to avenue-level treatment assignment. For respondents from

treated avenues, we randomly assigned them to one of the three treatment variations: informa-

tion, protection, or information + protection. This second-stage random assignment was a form

of “restricted random assignment” that required that the assignments be balanced within strata

defined by commune and household versus business survey sample (Bruhn and McKenzie, 2009).

The implementation was done by generating 15,000 treatment assignment permutations. Then,

only those assignments that satisfied the balance constraints were retained and, from among the

retained assignments, one was chosen. This procedure allows us to determine the probabilities of

assignment to each of the treatment conditions by examining the permutations that were admissible

under the balance constraints. Figure 8 shows that the restricted randomization did not depart

very much from a uniform assignment (which would yield second stage assignment probabilities of

1/3 each).

To calculate the relevant propensity scores, we use the first stage assignment probability for

control subjects and then the product of first and second stage assignment probabilities for treated

holds/businesses on an avenue were eligible for the smartphone activity as long as they had basic French literacy
and were willing to participate. Owning a smartphone was not a determining factor since the smartphones were
provided by the research team. See Appendix B for more details.

17We also randomized how we framed the invitations to participate in the smartphone data collection activity for all
those who were eligible. We do not discuss our analysis plan for that experiment in this PAP, and we simply treat
that assignment as a covariate, since it is orthogonal to all of the other assignment variables.
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subjects. The formulas are as follows:

Pr(Control) = (No. avenues in commune in control)/(No. avenues in commune)

Pr(Information) = [(No. avenues in commune treated)/(No. avenues in commune)] ∗ pinf

Pr(Protection) = [(No. avenues in commune treated)/(No. avenues in commune)] ∗ ppro

Pr(Information + Protection) = [(No. avenues in commune treated)/(No. avenues in commune)] ∗ pinfpro,

where pinf , ppro, and pinfpro are the second stage assignment probabilities. Our analysis weights

by the inverse of these propensity scores.

Figure 7: Randomization Design

Notes: Two-stage randomization design, where in the first stage avenues are randomly assigned to be

either control or treated avenues, and then in the second stage, respondents from the treated avenues

are randomly assigned to one of the three treatment conditions.

After the smartphone training and the treatment assignment, individuals in the treated avenues
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Figure 8: Distribution of second-stage treatment assignment probabilities

Notes: Distribution of second-stage treatment assignment probabilities for respondents from treated

avenues. The histograms show that the treatment assignment probabilities did not depart from what

would have obtained under uniform random assignment (that is, uniform assignment probabilities of 1/3)

were contacted by an ODEP advisor and asked if they would be interested in receiving help from

ODEP with their taxes. Those households and individuals interested in receiving assistance were

enrolled. Interested units from the avenues already assigned to pure control became the control

group. Below, we discuss rates of non-consent, which were very low.

While we aimed for a total sample of 400 households and businesses evenly distributed across the

four arms, our final sample included 271 households and businesses. The sample shortfall occurred

because of challenges recruiting enough eligible participants and is balanced across all experimental
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arms/is not correlated with treatment assignment. Table 8 summarizes the experimental design

and the number of households and businesses assigned to each treatment.

Table 8: Experimental Design and Sample Sizes

Protection

N Y

Information
N 115 (59/56) 57 (25/32)
Y 48 (17/31) 51 (24/27)

5.2 Data and Measurement

The main data for the study comes from the pre-treatment survey plus post-treatment data collec-

tion via smartphone. The pre-treatment survey was conducted with all households and businesses

in our sample. We use this data for balance checks, pre-treatment covariates, and heterogeneous

effects analysis.

Our outcomes are measured via smartphone on a rolling basis. Our goal was to minimize

recall bias by collecting detailed and daily information on tax and fee payments. To do this, we

provided both control and treated households and firms with new smartphones loaded with survey

software and a survey app we developed (using ODK Collect). Control and treated households

and firms participated in a training conducted by the research team on how to use the smartphone

application. Households and businesses then recorded daily [For SH: Do we remember if this was

daily or weekly? Can we check and update throughout PAP since elsewhere we say weekly] whether

they made any formal or informal payments (more on this below). We collected this information

for 18 tax categories for households and 22 tax categories for businesses (e.g. education, water,

electricity, etc.). This data, uploaded weekly, was collected for each respondent for up to 20 weeks.18

All participants received phone credit incentives on a regular basis and, as an additional incentive

to take care of the smartphones, were allowed to keep the smartphones at the end of the study.

Our main dependent variables are total payment amount (for the intensive margin) and binary

predictors of Any Payment and Only Formal Payment. We are not looking at formal and informal

amounts separately. While the model generates predictions on τ , bribes, and rents, and we did ask

about formal and informal payments on the survey, it is difficult to distinguish among these reliably.

18The exact length of reporting time varied for respondents depending on the time point at which they were recruited
into the study and trained.
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The information treatment could lead respondents to classify a larger part of their payments as

informal. Given that we are predicting the treatments will decrease the amount of informal taxes

paid, this would have the effect of downward biasing our results. Second, the treatment could induce

some respondents who had previously reported only paying formal taxes to now report paying some

informal taxes. For this reason we focus on total payments and the two binary indicators. The

first binary indicator, Any Payment, is 0 when the respondent reports no payment in a given tax

category in a week and 1 if they report any payment no matter the amount or formal/informal

classification. This variable will help us capture the first extensive margin effect as outlined in the

next section. The second binary variable, Only Formal Payment, is 1 when the respondent reports

only formal payments in a given tax category in a week and 0 otherwise. That is, if a respondent

reports some formal payments and some informal payments in a tax category in a given week, then

the variable Only Formal Payment will be 0 for this week and category. This variable will help us

capture the second extensive margin effect as outlined in the next section.

6 Analysis Plan

Our analytical framework motivates our consideration of extensive margin effects and intensive

margin effects. The extensive margin effects include going from not engaging with the state to

engaging, whether via collusion or making official payments, and also going from collusion to

insisting on formality. Identifying extensive margin effects requires comparing treatment units

making positive payments post-intervention to control units making no positive payments post-

intervention. The intensive margin effects are on amounts paid, conditional on being someone

who would collude or make official payments even if in the control condition. To the extent that

making pre-treatment payments perfectly predicts collusion or making official payments in the

post-treatment period, then conditioning on pre-treatment payments would be sufficient to identify

intensive margin effects. However, as we discuss below, such a perfectly predictive relationship may

not hold. We account for such deviations from the ideal scenario by using a bounding approach.
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6.1 Decomposition into Intensive and Extensive Margin Effects

The welfare impact of the interventions depend on both the extensive and intensive margin effects.

Under our analytical framework, positive extensive margin effects mean that more citizens find it

worthwhile to collude or make official payments. This in turn implies greater revenue for the state.

An increase in the number of people collusive or paying rents also means that state agents have more

people from which to draw informal income. At the same time, however, our analytical framework

proposes that these extensive margin effects may be offset by negative intensive margin effects. Such

negative intensive margin effects reduce the amount the state agents draw from citizens collusive

or paying rents as compared to what would be the case in the absence of the intervention. The

citizens for whom intensive margin effects apply (those who would be paying even in the absence

of the intervention) enjoy a reduction in the burdens of the collusion or rent payments they need

to make. The intensive margin effects would leave formal state revenues unaffected.

The relative magnitude of the extensive and intensive margin effects determines the overall

revenue impact of the interventions. To see this, consider a standard principal strata decomposition

(cf. Staub, 2014) of the average treatment effect of a treatment on unit i, Ti ∈ {0, 1}, on amounts

paid in taxes and fees for unit i in payment category j in period t = 0, 1 (for pre- and post-treatment

periods, respectively) under treatment (Yi,t,j(1)) versus control (Yi,t,j(0)). For the post-treatment

period (t = 1), we have

E[Yi,1,j(1)− Yi,1,j(0)] =E[Yi,1,j(1)− Yi,1,j(0)|Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0]Pr[Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
intensive margin effect

+ E[Yi,1,j(1)|Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0]Pr[Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
extensive margin effect +

E[−Yi,1,j(0)|Yi,1,j(1) = 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0]Pr[Yi,1,j(1) = 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
extensive margin effect –

. (2)

Observed post-treatment outcomes are Yi,1,j = TiYi,1,j(1) + (1 − Ti)Yi,1,j(1). The decomposition

helps us to unpack welfare effects of the interventions. The intensive margin effect captures the post-

treatment difference under treatment versus control for citizens that would be making payments

even in the absence of the treatment (indicating that they would always be in either the collusive
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or official payment equilibrium, even in the absence of treatment). A negative intensive margin

effect would presumably imply that the intervention benefits citizens, who are able to get away

with smaller payments, but this would come at the expense of rents collected by state agents. The

extensive margin + effect captures the effects of the treatment for citizens who are induced from

making zero payments to making some positive payment. A positive extensive margin effect would

imply that citizens have come to find value in engaging with the state. By revealed preference,

they would be at least as well off as in the absence of the intervention. State agents would now

benefit from receiving some combination of formal payments and informal payments or rents. The

extensive margin effect captures the effect of the treatment for citizens who are induced to stop

making payments. Again, by revealed preference, they would be at least as well off as in the absence

of the intervention, but now, state agents would be losing out on formal payments and informal

payments or rents.

6.2 Identifying Extensive Margin Effects

Under our theoretical model, the extensive margin effect is zero, because those who would pay in

the absence of treatment, but stop paying if treated, do not exist. This is the “monotone response

at the extensive margin” assumption (Hersche and Moor, 2018), whereby

Pr[Yi,1,j(1) = 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0] = 0, (3)

which is not testable, but is plausible in our applied setting. Thus, under Assumption (3) the last

term (extensive margin effect −) drops out in (2), and the second component of the “extensive

margin effect +” term is identified as,

E[1(Yi,1,j > 0)|Ti = 1]− E[1(Yi,1,j > 0)|Ti = 0] = Pr[Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0]. (4)

6.3 Partial Identification for Intensive Margin Effects

Point-identifying the intensive margin effect requires information on the joint potential outcome

distribution that randomization does not, generally, reveal. To see this, note first that assumption

(3) implies that for those with Yi,1,j(0) > 0, the condition (Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0) must hold,
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while for those with Yi,1,j(0) = 0 it does not by construction. Therefore,

E[Yi,1,j(0)|Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0] = E[Yi,1,j(0)|Yi,1,j(0) > 0],

which means that part of the intensive margin effect is identified by randomization. However, for

those with Yi,1,j(1) > 0, either (Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0) or (Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0) might hold.

And so another part of the intensive margin effect is not identified. Our theoretical analysis above

has us expect that the intensive margin effect should be negative, meaning that the intervention

should reduce payments for those who would be paying even in the control condition.

One might think that we could estimate the intensive margin effect by just performing an

“conditional on positives analysis, which estimates effects on the subsample with positive post-

intervention payments in treatment and control groups. But this would be biased, because we

would be contaminating the conditional treatment group with the (Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0)

types. The sign of this bias is ambiguous; it depends on the mean of the “contaminating” (Yi,1,j(1) >

0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0) observations relative to that of the target (Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0) observations.

Given these identification challenges, we use a partial identification approach, as proposed by

Lee (2009). We first estimate the share of the contaminating (Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0) types by

estimating Pr[Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0], which is identified as per (4). Thus, under assumption (3)

we can construct a trimming bound (Lee, 2009; Staub, 2014) for E[Yi,1,j(1)|Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) >

0] by using the estimated Pr[Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) = 0]. As shown by Lee (2009); Semenova (2020);

Olma (2020), this bound can be tightened using covariates.

Another possibility is try to estimate the intensive margin effects by conditioning on whether

a citizen or firm made any payments in the pre-treatment period. Doing so does not necessarily

identify the intensive margin effect, although there is also the possibility to use a partial identifi-

cation approach. Too see this, consider an assumption that does identify intensive margin effects

on the basis of pre-treatment conditioning: it is the assumption that Hersche and Moor (2018) call

“time monotonicity at the extensive margin,” which is less natural but allows one to make use of

pre-treatment data. The time monotonicity at the extensive margin assumption is as follows:

Yi,1,j(0) > 0⇒ Yi,0,j(0) > 0. (5)
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When combined with assumption (3), assumption (5) implies that pre-treatment outcome condi-

tioning on Yi,0,j > 0 (units who make positive payments pre-intervention) is sufficient to ensure

that we are conditioning on units for which (Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0) holds. In that case, we

can identify the intensive margin effect. This assumption has a testable implication: we should

not see positive trends in whether control units pay or not—i.e., we should not see units in the

control group for which (Yi,0,j(0) = 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0). To the extent that we do, then conditioning

on positive pre-treatment values does not identify the intensive margin effect. Such conditioning

on positive pre-treatment values would incorrectly leave out units for which Yi,0,j(0) = 0 but for

which (Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0) holds. The share of these latter types is given by the proportion,

Pr[Yi,0,j(0) = 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0], which we can identify using the control group data. Thus, if we

see positive trends in payments among the control group, then we can use a partial identification

approach. We would use the estimated share of units in the control group that switch into paying

to construct Manski-type “worst case” bounds based on the initial estimate that conditions on

positive pre-treatment values (Manski, 1989).

6.4 Theoretical Predictions and Estimation for Extensive Margin Effects

Extensive margin effects are present insofar as (4) is non-zero, and so our analysis of extensive

margin effects focuses on this quantity. Our theoretical framework outlined in Section 4 predicts

two extensive margin effects. Lowering r or µτ could induce citizens who were previously illegible

to the state (and thus not making any payments) to start engaging with the state and thus making

formal and/or informal payments. Additionally, lowering r or µτ could induce citizens who were

colluding with state agents to insist on making official payments. Our main predictions are stated

in Section 4 and illustrated in Figure 6. Those results give us the following predictions with respect

to our information and protection treatments:

• Extensive Margin Effect 1: Lowering r (protection) or lowering µτ (information) will

induce some citizens to engage with the state and thus increase the share of citizens making

any payments.

• Extensive Margin Effect 2: Lowering r (protection) or lowering µτ (information) will

induce some citizens to make official payments instead of collusive bargaining. This could
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result in lower or higher payment amounts, where:

(i) Lower payment amounts imply that the state agent’s main leverage over the citizen is

due to the citizen’s poor information about their statutory payment obligations or to

the size of the rents that are collected even when the citizen makes an official payment.

(ii) Higher payment amounts imply that the costs of collusion are exceptionally high such

that citizens are willing to pay more to escape the collusive equilibrium.

We will estimate these extensive margin effects using the following main specification:

1(Yi,t,j > 0) = β1Protectioni + β2Informationi + γX ′i +Hi + φc + ηt + θj + εi,t,j , (6)

Where 1(Yi,t,j > 0) indicates whether the household or business i made a payment (see more below)

at week t for category j. We index by j because the payment modeled in our theoretical frame-

work does not only apply once for each respondent, but can be considered separately for different

interactions with the state. We thus will look at individual payment opportunities across the 5 tax

categories we focus on.19 Protectioni ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the household (or business) i was

assigned to the protection treatment, Informationi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether household (or busi-

ness) i was assigned to the information treatment. X ′i is a vector of pre-treatment controls. The

controls are based on which covariates are correlated with payment in the baseline data and include

number of employees, revenue, book-keeping and network connections for businesses and household

size, age and education of household head, wealth and network connections for households. Since

the treatment was assigned within recruitment week, commune, household/business, we use block

cells defined by these dimensions: Hi indicates whether the respondent is a household or business,

φc is a vector of commune fixed effects, and θj are payment category fixed effects. To account for

time trends in payments we include a vector of reporting week fixed effects, ηt. Standard errors are

clustered by avenue since treatment was assigned at that level and we use weights to account for

assignment probabilities.

We create 0-1 indicator variables to capture our two extensive margin effects of interest. To

examine the effect of the treatments on any payments (extensive margin 1), we create the binary

19In the appendix we will also disaggregate payments into all 20 tax categories captured in the smartphone data
collection.
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indicator AnyPaymenti,j,t which captures whether respondent i has reported any payment (formal

or informal) in week t in category j. To examine the effects of the treatments on payments being

only formal (extensive margin 2), we create a binary indicator OnlyFormalPaymenti,j,t for whether

the respondent i has reported only formal payment in week t in category j. The model in Section 4

makes a distinction between the Formal Payment equilibrium and Collusive equilibrium. We

operationalize this difference by saying that any payment with an informal component is part of

the collusive equilibrium. Thus only payments that are exclusively formal are considered part of

the official payment equilibrium.

6.5 Theoretical Predictions and Estimation for Intensive Margin Effects

Our theoretical framework implies two main intensive margin effects: Either lowering r or µτ

should decrease the equilibrium bribe and thus decrease the amount paid by those in the collusion

equilibrium. Additionally, lowering r (with no change in µτ ) should decrease the payment citizens

make when in the official payment equilibrium and thus decrease the amount paid by those who

always make official payments. Lowering µτ should not change the amount paid by those who always

make official payments, and thus the presence of such individuals would serve to water down the

magnitude of the average intensive margin effects.

As discussed above, intensive margin effects are driven by the quantity,

E[Yi,1,j(1)− Yi,1,j(0)|Yi,1,j(1) > 0, Yi,1,j(0) > 0],

which is not point identified by randomization. As proposed above, our empirical analysis of

intensive margin effects will include estimating bounds for two types of conditional-on-positives

estimators as follows:

• Estimate the conditional on positives estimator (subsetting to Yi,1,j > 0 units, or those units

making positive payments post-intervention)

• Trimming bounds based on the conditional on positives estimator,

• Conditional on positive pre-treatment outcomes estimator (subsetting to Yi,0,j(0) > 0 units),

which would be biased if we see positive trends in the control group in whether people pay
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from the pre-treatment to post-treatment period, and

• If we do indeed see a positive change in pre-post payments in the control group, then we will

do Manski bounds based on the conditional on positive pre-treatment outcomes estimator.

Estimating the conditional on positive effects will use the following specification on the relevant

subsamples:

Yi,j = β1Protectioni + β2Informationi + γX ′i +Hi + φc + θj + εi,j , (7)

Where Yi,j is the amount of the relevant payment made during the post-treatment smartphone

reporting period for individual i in category j. Covariates and block fixed effects are as described

above, and again we cluster standard errors by avenue and use weights to account for the assignment

probabilities. We will calculate the relevant shares needed to construct the bounds directly, applying

the methods of Semenova (2020) and Olma (2020) to tighten the bounds using covariates.

6.6 Exploratory Analyses

As equation 2 shows, to draw conclusions about aggregate welfare we would need to look at average

treatment effects that aggregate over intensive and extensive margin effects. We will thus run

equation 7 on the full sample.

For exploratory purposes, we will evaluate how the ATE, extensive, and intensive margin effects

vary by different payment categories and how they vary for households versus firms. We will use

Benjamini, Krieger and Yekutieli (2006) sharpened false discovery rate control. The analyses will

consist of the following:

1. Augment equations 6 and 7 to include the interactions between the treatment variables and

an indicator for whether the observation is a household or not. Run these on the full samples

for the extensive margin effects and the ATE, and then on the relevant subsamples for the

intensive margin effects. The coefficients on the interaction terms will test whether households

are generally more responsive to the treatment than firms. Use the FDR control on these

coefficients.
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2. Run equations 6 and 7 using sector-specific outcomes on the full samples for the extensive

margin effects and the ATE, and then on the relevant subsamples for the intensive margin

effects. Use FDR control across the different sectors within each of these estimates. This

analysis will tell us which sectors are particularly responsive for the average treatment effect,

extensive margin effects, and intensive margin effects for households and then firms.

In Section 3 we have shown that payments differ starkly between businesses that are regis-

tered and those that are not, which we interpret as different levels of engagement with the state.

Additionally, for households section 3 illustrated similar differences in payment burdens and en-

gagement with the state by neighborhood. Effects for formalized firms or households in more

formalized neighborhoods are similar to intensive margin effects. We will thus estimate whether

firm or neighborhood formalization moderates effects on total payments. We will augment equation

7 to include an interaction term with a formalization measure, running analyses separately for the

full firm sample and the fill household sample. For firms, we will simply interact the treatment

with an indicator for formalization from the pre-treatment survey. For households, we will interact

with the median neighborhood level of pre-treatment payment, as used in Figure 2 above.

Outliers are a potential concern for our analysis. Both the baseline data and the smartphone

reports could include outliers that affect the results. Outliers could be due to at least two reasons,

mis-remembering previous payments and errors in data entry.20 To make sure our results are not

driven by outliers, the appendix will replicate the key tables using different strategies of dealing

with outliers (winsorizing at the 99th and 95th percentiles).

Our theoretical framework does not foresee any interactive effects of the two treatments. How-

ever, it could be that when a respondent was assigned to both treatments the implementation of

the two treatments was not done as cleanly as previewed. To investigate this possibility and to see

whether our theory of no interaction effects is correct, the appendix will include a table where a

term is added if the respondent was assigned both treatments.

To make sure that the randomization process led to balanced treatment we will check balance

on the main covariates. Furthermore, the appendix will also include a table that does not include

controls and a table that implements Lin (2013) specification where covariates are interacted with

20Payments that have been paid in Congolese Franc are denoted in the thousands (at the time of the survey 1 USD
equaled 1000 CDF)
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the treatment indicators.

Finally, we estimate whether effects were more pronounced after the launch of the advocacy

campaign. We simply expand the regression specifications to incorporate a dummy variable for

whether the neighborhood was included in the campaign and then the interaction of this dummy

with the Protection and Information treatment variables. We use FDR control across the ATE,

intensive margin effects, and extensive margin effects estimates.

7 Conclusion

This pre-analysis plan has outlined a theoretical framework that provides important insights in

the bargaining between citizens and state officials in a kleptocratic environment and how such

bargaining affects the citizens’ engagement with the state. We have motivated an experimental

intervention that links citizens with a powerful civil society organization to provide consultancy

and protection from abuse by state agents. The analysis plan has outlined how we will investigate

the testable implications drawn from our theoretical framework of how treatment affects payment

burdens.
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